Strength Training in Older Adults: Changes in Mechanical Muscle Function And Functional Performance
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Abstract: Aging is associated with a loss of skeletal muscle mass, increase in intramuscular fat and neural changes which result in reduced mechanical muscle function and impaired functional performance. Rapid mechanical muscle function (i.e. muscle power, rate of force development) and power-based time-constrained functional motor tasks such as reversing an impending fall are more affected by aging than muscle strength and strength-based functional motor tasks. Strength training has been consistently effective to reduce neuromuscular deterioration even at very old age by evoking muscle hypertrophy, muscle strength and neural improvements, although changes in muscle power have not always been observed. Power training, a novel type of strength training has recently been shown to be highly effective and potentially superior to traditional strength training for muscle power and functional performance improvements.

This brief article will review key literature and provide a detailed example of a specific type of power training in old and very old adults.
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INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the aging process is associated with loss of skeletal muscle mass and increase in intramuscular fat, the latter also defined as muscle attenuation [1, 2]. Decline in muscle mass is caused by a general loss of muscle fibers and reduction in cross-sectional area of the surviving fibers, with the fast-twitch fibers showing accelerated muscle atrophy, especially at advanced age [3]. Additionally, qualitative changes occur in the old muscle: specific tension (force normalized to cross-sectional area) of whole muscle and of both type I and type II muscle fibers is lower compared to a younger muscle and maximal shortening velocity is reduced [4].

Taken together, the combined results of quantitative and qualitative muscle changes determine a progressive decline in the overall mechanical muscle function, with muscle power and explosive muscle force declining at a steeper rate than muscle strength [5, 6]. From a functional standpoint, these changes make it progressively harder to carry out daily motor activities (e.g. level walking, chair rising, carrying shopping bags) due to reduced functional capacity and higher relative effort for each motor task [7, 8]. Importantly, although motor performance in general becomes impaired with increasing age, time-constrained and rapid motor tasks (i.e. 200-300 ms duration) such as balance recovery after tripping may become even more challenging for older adults [9].

MECHANICAL MUSCLE FUNCTION WITH AGING: MUSCLE STRENGTH, MUSCLE POWER AND EXPLOSIVE FORCE

The relationship between muscle strength and muscle mass is relatively well known and it is primarily related to the number of active sarcomeres in parallel [10-13]. Although a close association between decline in muscle mass with reduced muscle strength with aging has been identified [14], a disproportionate greater loss of muscle strength compared to muscle mass was recently reported in a longitudinal study (~3% versus ~1% per year, respectively) [2]. Importantly, low muscle mass, muscle attenuation and muscle strength have been independently associated with increased risk of mobility limitation, but the association of muscle mass with mobility limitations seems dependent of low muscle strength [15].

Although muscle strength has been recognized as an important predictor for reduced functional performance [15], emerging evidence suggests that muscle power (the product of force time velocity or the rate of performing work) may play a more important role for loss of functional independence, incidence of falling and functional motor performance [6, 16-18].

Muscle power requires the integration of muscle force with the ability to develop contraction velocity, the latter related to the number of active sarcomeres in series [12, 13]. Thus, although muscle power shares several muscle properties with muscle strength (e.g. physiological muscle cross-sectional area), it is influenced by numerous additional neuromuscular properties (e.g. fiber type composition, muscle fiber length, muscle fiber pennation angle, motor unit firing...
frequency, discharge doublets) [13]. Additionally, muscle power seems to be maximized at a specific external resistance [19]; that is, maximum muscle power is obtained when muscles contract against a load intensity ranging between ~40 and ~70% of 1 Repetition Maximum.

Explosive force (rate of force development, RFD) is intimately linked to muscle power as it determines the magnitude of acceleration in the initial phase of a movement and thereby influence movement velocity [20, 21]. RFD is the most time-dependent mechanical muscle variable, essential for short-lasting movement (e.g. preventing an impending fall) or with movements with limited range of motion (e.g. ankle extension). In older subjects, RFD has been reported to correlate with postural control ability [22] and with poor balance recovery after tripping [23].

Importantly, the association of RFD and muscle power may vary according to the bio-physical determinants of the motor task evaluated (e.g. range of motion, time available for power generation, power-load relationship) [21].

STRENGTH/POWER TRAINING FOR OLDER ADULTS

Most strength training interventions in older adults have implemented strength training regimes with relatively slow movement velocity and high training intensity [24]. Heavy-resistance strength training protocols have been effective in eliciting muscle hypertrophy according to the dose-response relationship that dictates greater hypertrophy at heavy loadings (>75% 1RM) [24]. Older adults also maintain the ability to develop muscle hypertrophy in response to heavy-resistance strength training (80% 1RM), which is generally accompanied by muscle strength improvements [25, 26]. Similarly, heavy-resistance training also leads to enhanced neural function in old [25, 27] and very old individuals [28]. This is reflected by elevated agonist EMG activity [27], decreased antagonist muscle activation [27] and diminished muscle activation deficit [29, 30], albeit the latter not consistently [31]. Improvements in muscle strength following strength training protocols are in general consistent, but the effect on muscle power seems more blurred [17, 18].

The acknowledgement that muscle power is a key component of time-constrained and power-based functional performances and essential in critical situations such as impeding falls and postural adjustments has recently resulted in recommendation suggesting that strength training programs for older adults should be designed to maximize muscle power [32].

Power training is a specific type of strength training, in general designed by manipulating traditional strength training variables and primarily movement velocity and training intensity. The rationale for this differentiation from a traditional strength training protocol is that movement velocity or/and the intention to maximally accelerate the training load may be particularly relevant for muscle power and power-based functional performance improvements for older adults [12, 33-35]. Although, the key component of power training protocols is “maximal intentional velocity”, large variation in training intensity (from 40% to 80% 1RM) has been experimented in older adults.

The effect of power versus strength training has been investigated in few recent studies [36-41].

Power training was reported to be superior in increasing muscle power compared with heavy-resistance training in elderly women and men with self-reported disability performing similar training at 70% 1RM [36, 39] and in healthy older men training at lower load intensity (60% 1RM) [40]. Importantly, in the latter study, power training improved functional performance (e.g. repeated chair rise) while no changes occurred with traditional strength training, along with similar muscle strength increase in both groups [40]. Additionally, power was increased to a larger extent in healthy older women when using isokinetic training at high versus low velocity [42]. Amplified training-related responses in maximal muscle strength and similar increase in muscle power were recently demonstrated with power training protocols designed with heavy (80% 1RM) compared to moderate (50%-1RM) intensity using pneumatic training equipment in healthy 69-year old adults. This may indicate the need of high loading intensity to improve concomitantly strength and power [37]. Contrarily to the above findings, a recent study reported similar increase in muscle power and strength using either traditional slow strength training (75% 1RM) or fast varied strength training (3 sets, 45%, 60% and 75% 1RM) [41].

The reason for the discrepancy between studies may depend on several factors, including different training protocols used (e.g. % 1RM for training intensity, isoinertial versus mechanically braked training equipment), age-groups, and tests used to assess muscle power/strength and functional performance. Thus, despite growing evidence suggesting superior effect of power versus strength training protocols, full consensus has not been reached yet. Importantly, the superior effect on functional performance of one versus the other training regime likely depends on specific performance biophysical characteristics, and for example whether this has time-constraints, limited range of motion and whether it requires maximal effort (primarily strength-based) or maximal velocity (primarily power-based).

EXPLOSIVE-TYPE HEAVY-RESISTANCE STRENGTH TRAINING

To address some of the above questions we conducted a series of experiments by designing a training protocol defined as explosive-type heavy-resistance strength training which combined some of the traditional strength and power training components. The aim was to investigate the effect of this training protocol on mechanical muscle function and functional performance in old and very old elderly women. Our primary outcomes were explosive muscle force and muscle power.

Details on selection of subjects has been published previously [21]. In short, two age-groups of elderly women, group 60 (mean age 62.8 SD 2.2, n=34) and group 80 (mean age 81.8 SD 2.2, n=24) without any previous experience on strength training were selected. The experiments included a cross-sectional study aimed at identifying the age-associated differences in selected mechanical muscle function including explosive muscle force, maximal strength and muscle power.
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and selected functional performances. Additionally, we performed an intervention study where the two age-groups were divided respectively into training (TG80 and TG60) and control (CG80 and CG60) groups. TG80 and TG60 underwent a 12-week explosive-type heavy resistance strength training program.

**Measurements**

**Explosive Muscle Force, Maximal Muscle Strength and EMG Measurements**

Explosive muscle force (rate of force development, RFD) and maximal muscle strength (MVC) were assessed during a maximal isometric unilateral leg press in a custom-built device [21]. Subjects pushed as hard and fast as possible with their dominant leg against a fixed instrumented footplate (Kistler 9367/8 B). Force signal was synchronized with EMG signals and sampled at 1 KHz. Pairs of surface electrodes (Blue Sensor, Ambu, Denmark) were positioned at the quadriceps [Vastus Lateralis (VL), Vastus Medialis (VM), Rectus Femoris (RF)] and hamstring muscles [Biceps Femoris (BF), Semitendinosus (ST)]. Contractile RFD was determined in the trial with highest peak force. RFD was calculated as the mean tangential slope of the force-time curve in the initial 100, 200, 300 and 400 ms after onset of contraction (RFD = Δ force/Δ time) [43].

**Muscle Power**

Muscle power was assessed by i) single leg press (Nottingham power rig) (NPR); ii) weight-bearing multijoint motor task (Countermovement jump, CMJPpeak) on a force plate (Kistler 9281B) [30]. Additionally, CMJ jump height (CMJ JH) was assessed.

**Functional Performance**

Functional performance included five timed repeated chair-rise, physical performance test battery (PPT), maximal and self-selected 10-m walking speed.

**Training Protocol**

The training program was aimed at maximizing explosive muscle force and muscle power and was designed combining the principles of heavy-resistance strength training with power training. The training consisted of a 12-week progressive explosive-type heavy-resistance strength training program, twice a week with at least two days between training sessions. Training was performed exclusively for the lower limbs (bilateral knee extension, horizontal leg press, hamstring curls, calf rise, and inclined leg press) using isoinertial resistance training equipment (cybex) [21]. This equipment allows for unrestricted acceleration of the training load and thereby enables to achieve variable velocity throughout the entire range of motion. Four sets were performed for each exercise with training loads of 75-80% 1RM (8-10 repetitions per set) [44]. Explosive movement pattern (i.e. maximal intentional load acceleration) was employed during the concentric contraction while the eccentric phase of each exercise was performed using and slow-to-moderate speed. Training loads were adjusted every 2 weeks using the 4-8 repetition method [44].

![Fig. (1). A and B. Comparison between the training group 80 (TG80) and the control group 60 (CG60). The Fig. (1A) illustrates the age-related deficit in maximal voluntary contraction (MVC), rate of force development at 200 ms (RFD200), mean power during the power rig, concentric peak power (Ppeak), maximal jump height (JH). Fig. (1B) illustrates the age-related deficit in chair-rise, maximal walking speed, self-seceted walking speed and Physical Performance Battery test. The Dotted bars represent the difference in percent (deficit) between the training group 80 (TG80) and the control group 60 (CG60) at baseline. Filled bars represent the deficit in percent between these groups after 12 weeks of explosive-type heavy-resistance strength training for TG80 and 12 weeks of unchanged life style for CG 60. * Represents significant difference in percent (deficit) in TG80 relative to CG60 (P<0.05); † Represents significant reduction in this deficit with training (P<0.05); Ns indicates no significant difference between the two groups, i.e. full removal of the age-related deficit (P<0.05). Adapted from Caserotti et al., 2008 [21].](image)
Results

Rate of Force Development, Muscle Strength and Muscle Activation

The increase in RFD following training ranged, according to different time intervals, between 41.7% to 58.5% (P<0.05) for TG80 and 11.8% and 18.2% (P<0.05) for TG60. Specific RFD (RFD divided by MVC) increased significantly only in TG80 (between 31.0% and 43.3%), indicating a qualitative change in rapid contractile force production (RFD). MVC increased by 28.1% (TG80) and by 21.5% (TG60) (P<0.05). Changes in RFD and MVC were accompanied by significant increased EMG values for the Vastus medialis (all time windows) only for the oldest group (TG80).

Muscle Power

Muscle power as measured by NPR increased by 28% (TG80) and 14% (TG60) (P<0.05). CMJ H increased in both groups (18.1% and 9.7% for TG80 and TG60, respectively) (P<0.05) while CMJpeak increased significantly only for TG80 and had a trend for TG80.

Functional Performance

TG80 improved repeated chair rise by 12% and PPT by 6.5% (P<0.05), while no changes occurred for the 10-m maximal and self-selected walking speed. TG60 improved only for the repeated chair-rise by 11.5% (P<0.05).

CONCLUSION

Explosive-type heavy-resistance strength training, a novel type of strength training for very old elderly people, was highly effective to elicit substantial improvements in maximal mechanical muscle function (rapid force generation, muscle power and muscle strength) and in functional performance in old and very old women. The improvements in the in MVC and rapid force for the oldest group (TG80) were of such a magnitude that the deficit reported at baseline of TG80 relative to the younger control group (CG60) disappeared (i.e. statistically non-significant) after training (Fig. 1). These improvements were accompanied by morphological and neural adaptations with a significant muscle hypertrophy especially for the quadriceps in both age-groups (data not shown), and increased muscle activation (EMG) in the oldest group (TG80). This training type seems to be safe and promising for reducing the accelerated age-related decline in rapid muscle force and muscle power which is one of the most threatening aspects of the neuromuscular aging process for its implication with fall prevention and risk of functional dependency. Although dose-response was not investigated, being a relatively low training frequency (twice a week) and short intervention period (12 weeks), this training was able to induce changes in the oldest group of a significant magnitude able to represent a potential rejuvenation of the oldest old.

Finally, it is important to consider that this training was investigated in relatively healthy elderly subjects and results may not be generalized to older adults with different health and functional conditions.

FINAL REMARKS

Since the classical study of Fiatarone (1990) [45], which opened a new window into resistance training methodology for older adults by demonstrating the trainability of frail older adults with high intensity loading, a vast number of studies have successfully incorporated this methodological aspect into their training regimes. Indeed, it is becoming progressively clearer that older adults can well tolerate “heavy training regimes” (e.g. power training, speed training) that were once exclusively designated to athletic and younger populations and which are able to elicit substantial improvements in mechanical muscle function. In 2008, the US government for the first time included as a part of their recommendation for physical activity in the general population and especially in the older adults power training as a separate regimes from strength training [46]. While there seems to be no doubt that strength training is in general highly effective in inducing muscle strength adaptation, improvements in muscle power following strength training protocols are being questioned. Power training, seems to be indeed a novel and promising training regime for older adults and potentially superior to traditional strength training.

Nonetheless, further research is needed to better address the effect of these novel training regimes on functional outcomes (e.g. walking speed, chair-rise) and especially on time-constrained functional outcomes highly dependent on rapid muscle contraction such as fall prevention and postural control. Finally, issues such as dose-response, optimal training loading, combined effect of strength/power training with other training regimes (e.g. aerobic, balance), still need to be further addressed for older adults in general and for specific subgroups such as frail older adults.
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